
 

BASIC ASSESSMENT FORM  

 
*For Support Members: Video examples can be found in the online portal under ‘Archives’. * 
 

Date 
 

20-11-2020 

Author Cindy Nuttall 

Horse 
 

Julisko de Bellerose aka Juul 

Breed 
 

Anglo European Studbook (AES) 

Age 
 

5 yro (29-06-2015) 

Sex 
 

Gelding 

Pedigree 
 

Efremov x Kashmir van Schuttershof 

 
Shot 1 https://youtu.be/gPCyRvFQpM8 
Shot 2 https://youtu.be/1zOhN2NNjyY 
Shot 3 https://youtu.be/acBgN_QCMWM 
 
Bonus shot canter - freestyle session https://youtu.be/xLOuHoVjGCQ 
See @ 5:15, 6:10 and 8:30 



 

 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION   
Juul is not my own horse, I was with the owner when she bought him in spring 2017. In 
summer 2019, I was asked to take care of him during owner's absence. Since Feb 2020 I have 
become structurally involved in his management and training, on average I take care 
of/work with him 3 x per week. 
 
A quick time-line 
@ 2yrs 10 mths - Purchased and gelded after clinical vet check (remark uneven feet) 
@ 3 yrs - started with groundwork (freestyle) 
@ 3,5 yrs - started with lungeing, double lunge 
@ 4yrs 9 months - started with saddle and practicing mounting 
@ 5 yrs - started riding lightly, stopped after after approx 5 times 
 

MANAGEMENT 

 
 
Stabling / turnout ratio 
   Also: what surfaces?? 
 

Stabled 
April - September/October : during the day grass 
field time from 9h00 till 17h00  
September/October - March: fully stabled, on 
average 1-2 hour sand paddock p/day 

 
Diet  
   Also: grazing vs browsing ratio 
 

Last approx 1,5 month diet was changed to  
● 4 x dried hay (in plastic bales)/graszaad hay + 

1 feed extra hay (small bales no plastic) 
provided by owner 

● 2 x Vitamin/mineral hard feed (Vital Bix Daily 
Complete) with some luzerne, combined 
with 

● Mycotoxine binder, Wu Xing Metal herbs and 
Chinese herbs (toxic heat) 

1x per day hay is (partly) given in hay net for passive 
fysio 

Dentist  
   Last visit / any issues mentioned?  
 

Done every 6 months (mechanically) by vet, last visit 
July 2020. Overbite 

 
Hoof care  

Barefoot, previously interval was 7-8 weeks. As 
picking up feet had been issue for quite a while 



  Barefoot or shod? Intervals?  
 

trimming could be done fully (hoof care in general). 
Since spring 2020 I have worked on picking up feet. 
Last 2 trimmings farrier (traditional) could do his 
normal routine, interval has now changed to 3-4 
weeks. 

 
Bodywork sessions 
   What type and what intervals?  
 

Cranio sacraal & acupressure, started 
August/September (done by me for practice). As 
Juul has difficulty with being touched/sensitive and 
being unsettled, it has been work in process since to 
be able to work on him. In Oct 2020 he had NES scan 
& treatment and acupressure by professional, for 
maintenance I have received set of acu points+ set 
cranio handholds to work on. 

 
TRAINING  
 

 
Main Discipline 
 

Groundwork, freestyle & lungeing double lunge 
(freestyle & lungeing done in round pen). 
In June/July 2020 he was started under saddle for 1st 
time, process went well. Only thing was when owner 
got on him, he would stand weirdly, front legs more 
forward, hind legs more back, in trot he would be a bit 
hesitant moving forward. Sessions built up to 10-15 
min under saddle with mostly walk, a little trot later 
on. In August he suddenly started protesting when he 
set off in walk. Riding was stopped and vet was called 
for investigation (see medical part) 

Training intervals 
  How many times a week?  
  Average duration of a session?  
  Ratio Grounwdwork / Ridden  
  Gaits most used?  
 

4-5 per week, mostly combi freestyle & groundwork, 
combi lungeing double lunge 1x of the total. Sessions 
vary from 20 - 40 min. No riding for time being (see 
above). 
Walk, trot & canter. Transition walk to trot, often 
prefers to canter iso of trot. 
Since the introductory course I started to attempt the 
CHT groundwork & work-in-hand basics, just in walk. 
Due to clinic visits last months worked less with him. 

Tack used  
   Saddle / Barebackpad / Bridle?  
 

Bitless bridle/cavesson. 
When started dressage saddle was used. 



 

 
 
MEDICAL HISTORY  
 

 
Known injuries / accidents  
 

Broke end (milk)incisor (pulling other horse’s rug); 
Fell off mare when covering, how actually he fell is not known 
(in a mixed group during summer); 
Juul is very playful/boisterous when in paddock with other 
horses, so has had some wear & tear over time. 

 
Known diseases / 
malformations  
 

A small recap on main items from local vet/clinic visits in the 
last months in response to his sensitivity on spine and ribs 
area and faeces consistency (wet/no structure). 
Aug/Sept – local vet 

• Clinical exam done, lame RF, hoof lower leg sedated 
=> better. X-rays done, navicular (straalbeen), LF class 
1-2, RF class 2-3  

• Feaces checked, dysbacteriose  
• Spine mobilized under sedation, blockages on T13-14, 

T15-16 and T18-L1; 
• Neck mobilization under sedation partly done, 

resistant, pain 
Oct – University clinic Utrecht 

• Biopt duodenum, matige, chronische, 
lymfohistiocytaire en in milde mate eosinofiele 
enteritis; 

• Ultrasound abdomen, no deviations; 
• Gastroscopy, squameus slight hyperkeratosecurvatura 

minor, glandulair few hyperemic spotsaround pylorus 
• Faeces check, gut flora ok, no worm eggs, only slight 

trace of sand; 
• PCR sarcoid, positive, BCG therapy advised 
• Blood work, ok. 

 
 

GENERAL HEALTH 
 



Measuring the basic life functions of your horse will give you a good starting point of  

general health. The horse’s the body should be able to easily perform these functions in a 

steady rhythm and pattern. Furthermore, it is a good way to release possible stress before 

palpation by focussing on breathing and heart rate first. You will see how it will connect you 

on a deeper level. Below you’ll find the tasks specified on what and how to measure.  

 
Eyes & Nostrils  
 
 

Clear nose, a few little wart size spots in nostril, eyes clear 
sometimes some dirt/fluid in corner of eye 

 
Breathing pm 
 
 

11-12 breaths per minute, deep in short out, mostly bottom 
part barrel towards back end belly, no breathing upper part 
back 

 
Heart Rate pm  40 beats per minute 

Gut Sounds 
 

Minimal sounds 

Ulcer points  
 
 

Left side: brachio & lumbar reactive, withers only light 
reaction, behind elbow very reactive on slight touch, belly 
point known slight touching already gives strong reaction. 
Right side: brachio & withers reactive (brachio +yawning), 
lumbar only light reaction, behind elbow very reactive on 
slight, belly point known slight touching already gives strong 
reaction. 

 

GENERAL HABITS 
A horse has many habits that are essential for its survival. They roll, chew, graze, run and 

rest. Observing these natural habits will tell you more about its ability to perform these 

natural habits and with what balance. Below you’ll find the tasks specified on what and  

how to observe.  

 
Rolling pattern 
 
 

Both sides separately, only managed rolling over 
occasionally. 

Chewing pattern 
 
 

Does not drop food, chews anti-clockwise 



 
Grazing / Browsing pattern 
 
 

Grazes in arch to both sides, mostly 1 leg more forward, 
sometimes he will stand on 1 leg with other leg 
bent/hanging with toe on the ground. Tends to tear grass 
more with teeth that lips. 
Browsing, not always too sophisticated picking the hay 
from the net, uses more teeth than lips. 

 
Standstill / resting pattern 
 
 

Sometimes he will stand square resting/relaxing, but he will 
also stand with and back unevenly. Does not seem to rest 
either one of hind legs a lot, when he does, he tends to 
lean over schoulder. 

 

BODILY OBSERVATION 

Apart from the general habits you can also observe confirmation and posture. Confirmation 

is everything related to the skeletal framework of the horse – and can therefore not be 

altered – whereas posture has to do with how the horse arranges itself – and thus can be 

changed. During observation, it is useful to ask the horse to square up as much as possible. 

Below you can find some key areas to assess. Look at the horse from all possible angles and 

work in a vast pattern.  

 

 
First impression & overall posture  
   Does the horse look happy?  
      With or without pain?  
 
 
Skin: blemishes / scars / wounds 
 

Day of filming shot 1 he was calm and looked 
happy. Posture, out of balance looking at 
positioning of the limbs, mostly not square. Tense 
areas in neck, schoulder, and back. Uncomfortable 
impression at times (in general) 
Has wound on his nose, signs of older wounds from 
being with horses or his ball in paddock (f.e. neck, 
left front lateral cannon bone). Both sides next to 
wither area he has small bumps (insect like). On 
right side girth area he has sarcoid. 

 
Limbs & Feet stance  
 

Front limbs, from front I think towards pigeon 
toed? Whole looks bit cork screwed. The hooves 
are leaning out with hooves filling up medial, knees 
look rotated a bit? From side, I thought more under 
in front but when he is square a bit camped in 
front. 
Hind limbs, from back towards cow-hocked, hooves 
pointing out. From side, camped behind 
 



 
Overall (a)symmetry 
   From face to hind  
 

Not too bad overall proportions, head tends to be 
held bit high and back bit swayed 

 
Shoulder-pelvis ratio 
 

Not sure how to determine this 

 
Vertebral column 
 

Little dip in front of schoulder, swayed a bit lumbar 
area, from behind looks straight, no visible bumps 

 
Muscle toning  
 

Some muscle linings in neck, shoulder and hind end 

 

PALPATION 
Palpating your horse will give you a better feel and understanding of his body. Palpation is 

just feeling and observing reaction. So be careful to NOT use any pressure from your hands, 

fingers or nails and be aware of your safety and keep close eye contact with your horse. It’s 

not about massaging or manipulating, just feeling what it’s there or what is not. Below you 

can find some key areas to assess. Go from left to right side and ALWAYS compare both sides. 

Try to square up the horse as much as possible to test for symmetry, but never force it.   

Give the horse some rest or movement in between when the horse asks for it. Always monitor 

reactions and keep checking with the horse: you want to work with the horse and not do 

something to the horse.  

From palpation, you can continue with a few checks for mobility and range of motion. Always 

be soft and careful and do not over-ask or over-stretch as then you risk tearing up muscles 

fibres. Below you can find some key areas to assess. 

NEVER go against a brace. Remember, the more you listen the more a horse tells. So if you 

feel a horse bracing against a certain direction or movement in general DO not force it but 

consider it as useful information.  

 
 
General scan 
  any heat, irregularities, swellings?  
 
 

 
● General, on both sides warmer patches on 

top part neck and on back and barrel 
(lumbar area and down in front of flank) hot 
patches more on right than left, structures 



Jaw & Teeth 
   Incisors aligned?  
   Muscle (a)symmetry 
   Can the jaw move evenly?  
 

feel hard and tense along top line from just 
before withers to TS; 

● Jaw & Teeth, jaw can be evenly moved, 
tongue against/between teeth, incisors 
more or less aligned, could not see fully as 
he was unsteady; 

● Masseter, left and right some hard patches, 
in different area, he reacted when touching 
these parts, showed releases when I gave 
light compressions; 

● Mandible, rim on right side is smoother 
than on the left. 

TMJ 
  Does the horse give a reaction?  
  Overall (a) symmetry? 
 

Symmetry felt/looked ok, structure around joint 
felt bit, he did react on left side when I felt top part 
of joint.  
Temporalis, L softer & round, R quite empty, flat 
and hard. 

Hyoid 
   Is it in the middle? Can you move 
it?  
 

I think I felt it, but there was a puffy part around/in 
front of it. He seemed to like it when I felt and tried 
to move it. But not sure if movement was equal. 
 

Ears 
   Tight or not?  
   Mobile at the base of the ears?  
  

Base of both ears bit tight when circling, just did 
small movement, was not too over keen being 
touched, especially on inside of the ear. Has bumps 
on point of 1 ear 
 

Parotid glands 
   Normal or swollen?  
 

Normal 
 

Poll 
   Tight or not? Boney landmarks?  
 

Tight, reactive. Left side 3 fingers between 
mandible and wing C1, right only 2 to 2,5 fingers. 
 

Neck 
   Musculature and mobility  
   

• Brachiocephalic tight and very reactive to 
palpation, thicker part around C4(?), 
looks/feels like rhomboid is bit 
hypertrophied? Cupping the vertebrae and 
angle from below, also reactive to 
palpation.  

• Area Trapezius/Serratus cervical (in front of) 
cranial top part scapula, left side tight, 



sensitive, reactive, hypertrophied, right side 
significantly less. 

• Splenius & obliquus capitus caudalis? 
• C1/C2 lateral flexion check, left very 

resistant on attempt to wiggle, did not go 
further. Right, also resistant but in the head 
movement on reaction you can see he can 
bend easier to the right, too much 
resistance to do test properly (also from 
front position). 

• Dynamic carrot stretches, up & down => 
partly straight, partly turning head at poll, 
left & right => left difficulty, full stretch not 
possible/done, head twisted straightaway 
when turning, mandible came first iso nose. 
Right => quite ok, turning and down rather 
straight without twisting. 

• Cervical lateral flexion, too much resistance 
to do test properly 

 
Thoracic sling 
   Development and symmetry 
 

Pectorals bulky, tight and sensitive, probably TS in 
general is not functioning properly/not/not 
enough, off balance. Serratus, not sure what the 
state of it is 

 
Shoulder  
  Muscle development & symmetry 
  Joint mobility  
  Sternum / wither rock  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Front limbs 
   Muscle development 
   Joint feeling (elbow & carpus etc.) 

Shoulder 
• Pectorals, tight, left more > right, stringy 

structure, sensitive going towards 
transverse pecs; 

• Deltoid feels tight, more on right shoulder. 
• Triceps, left tight, stringy & bulky. Right, 

looser structure, bit bubbly ventrally, girth 
area sensitive; 

• Anconeus, left slight reaction, right no 
reaction, elbow joint felt as a small dip (if I 
palpated correctly); 

• Sternum/wither rock, 1st thought sternum 
out of line more towards right, sternum was 
hard to palpate due to structure around it,  
Rock easier to left > right. 

Front limbs 



   Tendons & Ligaments  
   Feet (white line, toes, heel bars  
            medio lateral imbalance etc.)  
   General mobility (moving weight 
left - right, picking up the limb, 
bending the joints, small circles, 
abduction / adductions, F/E)  
 

● Bulky/hypertrophy radial carpal extensor 
muscle on both sides (fyi, Juul has always 
done lot of scraping and kicking the door); 

● Carpus, flattish with soft topping; 
● Splint bones, could hardly find them, more 

practice! 
● Tendons have no bumps/lumps. Feel hard 

and dry, medial both sides just below knee 
DDFT seems slightly puffy; 

● Fetlock, LF & RF fetlock lateral/towards 
caudal looks (wind)puffy, fetlock to pastern 
area lateral looks strained; 

● Feet, LF low heel, RF high heel, LF wider > 
RF, hoof shape not balanced, hoof walls 
leaning laterally, scooping under at hoof 
sole. Heel bars/height left & right uneven, 
outside lower than inside. Medio lateral 
imbalance, inside is wider. On & off smelly 
frog. Digital cushion LF soft, RF hard. 

Mobility  
LF easier to pick up/keep picked up than RF 

• Front/back, general felt stiff, LF forward & 
back same, RF forward ok back little ROM; 

• Knee circles, both knees ok without 
resistance or pulling away; 

• Rotation shoulder joint, L knee ok in & out, 
R knee in ok, out difficult; 

• Closing angle, L difficult, not fully closed 
angle, feels like lower leg is crooked/arched, 
R ok; 

• Scapula lift, L easier > R; 
• Remaining checks I left, he did so well on 

the above, I did not want to force it. 
Withers 
   Sensitivity and mobility  

 Not easy to palpate individual spinal processes, 
withers feel tight/hard (either area in general). Not 
a lot of mobility.  

Spine & Ribs  
 
   Feeling and space spinous 
processes  
   Mobility between segments  

Sensitive area in general, especially girth, lumbar & 
abdomen.  

• Spine straight from behind, no bumps in 
spinal processes, but 2 deeper dips around 



   Pelvic articulations  
   Overall mobility: F/E LB & AR  
   Tail mobility and feel  
   How many ribs?  
 
 
 

T14-T17. Press flat hand L&R along spine 
OK, tight structure; 

• Ribs, from last rib can palpate only up to 10, 
need to refine my palpation skills! This area 
is also sensitive; 

• F/E reflex spine, E reaction towards lumbar 
area, F belly scratch not possible; 

• Laterial bending pelvis, left bit yerky, right 
less yerky quite reactive; 

• Hind end scratch, needed to find points and 
need some pressure for reaction, long 
response time, yerky; 

• Tail, up & down and circles ok but tail feels 
loose. 

Hind end  
   Muscle development 
   Joint feeling LS & Hip  
   Pelvic (a)symmetry   

Muscles, atrophy medial gluteal and TSL? 
TC, feel quite smooth, on right side structures 
around/ attached to it feel softer than left. On left 
TC bottom part feels more pull in it/bulky around it. 

Hind limbs 
 
   Muscle development 
   Joint feeling (stifle, hock etc) 
   Tendons & Ligaments  
   Feet (white line, toes, heel bars  
            medio lateral imbalance etc.)  
   General mobility (moving weight 
left - 
   right, picking up the limb, bending 
the 
   joints, small circles, abduction /  
   adductions, F/E) 
 
 
 

● Muscle lines bottom part biceps 
femoris/semitendinosus, right more than 
left, bulky gaskin;   

● Stifle, did not like touch on L stifle, think 
ligaments felt ok, R stifle he was not ok with 
touching at all; 

● Hock, L hock no puffy bits, R hock did not 
like being touched; 

● Tendons, no lumps/bumps or puffiness, no 
reaction on palpation leg picked up; 

● Feet, LH & RF flat heels, outside hoof not 
balanced, medial more flaring (?)/flapping > 
lateral. Heel bars/height less uneven than in 
front feet but low as if hanging to the back. 
Medio lateral imbalance, less obvious than 
front feet. On & off smelly frog. Digital 
cushion LH & RF soft; 

Mobility 
• Hip, smaller circles, LH even circles but leg 

felt heavy, RH easier circles; 
• Stifle/Hock, L&R little bit back, F LH very stiff 

could not really do it, RH little bit more up > 
LH, rest of check not done; 



• Rocking, was ok with this, head swayed a 
bit. 

 
 

 
 
MOVEMENT 
After having assessed your horse you can continue with asking movement in walk and trot on 

straight lines, circles and finally a back-up. Best would be to do both on hard and soft surface 

as well as a small angle upwards and downwards.  

Try to assess for any abnormalities such as lameness, advance in trot as well as the harmony 

between all the joints (do they bend evenly?) and muscles. Be aware that this is just a very 

basic assessment as gait analysis in itself is a complete study.  

 

Walk  
  Hard & Soft Surface: straight lines,  
    circles, figure of 8  
  Incline: going up and down straight 
  Gravel: just straight lines and turns  
 

Tail to the right, left turn easier than right 
(twists/falls over right shoulder), front feet 
narrow, left fetlock extends more than 
right, bit drunken line/seems hard to go 
straight, hocks. Looks like “klunk in right 
elbow, hind legs bit straight, pelvis 
movement bit stiff. 

 
Trot  
    Hard & Soft Surface: straight lines,  
    circles, figure of 8  
    Incline: going up and down straight 
    Gravel: just straight lines and turns 
 

Stifle rotating out, hind feet rather to inside 
when moving leg forward.  
 
 
 
 

 
Back-up (straight) 
 
BONUS: Canter or ridden/training session to 
see any difference.   

Hesitant to step back, no/little loin coiling. 
 
 
Bonus freestyle + canter 
Left canter, ok transition to canter.  
Right canter, transition sometimes counter 
canter. Both sides look quite collected/ 
balanced, hind limbs bit straight, inside hind 
leg not moving forward a lot. 
 



 
 
 

SECOND PALPATION  
 
After the movement you can come back to palpation to check for heat changes as well  

as changes in swellings and ROM of certain joints of interest to determine whether 

movement is a good influence of not.  

 

 

Heat & Swellings: improved or not?  

Heat around lumbar & abdomen area same, 
parts which were colder/tight warmer after 
movement. 

 

ROM of joints and softness of tissue:  

improved or not?  

Tissue bit softer, ROM check after work in 
progress as checks not easily done. 

 

 

APPENDIXES  
Here you can add pictures or video links below. It is really recommended to do this so that 

you have footage you can compare when you do the assessment again in another movement 

of time. If you take pictures only than try to make picture from as many angles as possible.  

 

 

 
                                      GOOD LUCK ☺"#$%&  
 
 
 
 
 
 



            
 
 

    
 
 



   

    



 

 
 
Hooves – Sorry for the mud! Cleaned them but the soles got smudged due to the farm yard 
being 1 big mud slide due to the potato harvest!! 
3-4 weeks > last trimming 
LF  



 
RF 

   
LH 

  
 
RH 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


